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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we report on a recently funded project called Renaissance Computing, an initiative for promoting student participation in computing. We propose what we consider a radical rethinking not only of our core curriculum in computer science, but of the role of computer science at the university level. In our conception, “computational thinking” is neither easily separated from other endeavors nor easily balkanized into a single department. We thus imagine a CS program that is inextricably linked to other domains. Our proposed initiative covers introductory, depth, and capstone courses, targeting both CS majors and minors. It is also aimed to develop interdisciplinary courses in sciences, engineering, arts, and humanities. Furthermore, the framework embraces collaborative learning to help improve learning. This paper discusses proposed framework, its intellectual basis and planned activities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computer and Information Science Education - computer science education, curriculum.

General Terms Design, Human Factors, Measurement

Keywords Interdisciplinary, Initiative, Introductory, Capstone

1. INTRODUCTION
In the narrowest sense, “computational thinking” is the mindset that students need to acquire in order to work effectively with computational systems. More broadly, however, it is a way of understanding the world—one that transcends mere methodology and which is likewise transportable across a wide variety of human endeavors. Exploring the implications of this notion, and of its practical and theoretical applications, has always been the core subject matter of computer science. Our computational systems have changed over the decades, but the fundamental habit of mind has not. If anything, it has become more and more apparent that computer science is not about the machine.

The synopsis for the National Science Foundation’s CISE Pathways to Revitalized Undergraduate Computing Education (CPATH) program notes that “despite the deep and pervasive impact of computing and the creative efforts of individuals in a small number of institutions, undergraduate computing education today often looks much as it did several decades ago.” On the one hand, we regard such stasis as unproblematic, to the extent that computational thinking, as outlined above, has remained largely invariant throughout its history. However, we take very much to
heart a later statement, which declares that computing has broadened and now “require[s] integration of multidisciplinary domains.” In our view, computer science curricula that do not address this broadening—which seek change through minor adjustments to the languages, systems, and engineering paradigms taught to undergraduate students—do not address the ways in which computational thinking pervades life in the modern world. We therefore propose what we consider a radical re-thinking not only of our core curriculum in computer science, but of the role of computer science at the university level. In our conception, “computational thinking” is neither easily separated from other endeavors nor easily balkanized into a single department. We therefore imagine a computer science program that is always inextricably linked to other domains. We further understand these domains to include not only the subjects ordinarily thought of as cognate with computational thinking (like bioinformatics or computational physics), but with such notions as “humanities computing,” “arts computing,” and “music computing.”

Our term for this new approach, “Renaissance Computing,” is intended to evoke that period of history in which computational thinking arguably first began—a period marked by the single lack of hard and fast lines between subjects that has now overtaken university curricula. We envision an undergraduate program in which students are prepared for the challenges of any one computational domain by virtue of their exposure to multiple domains in which computational thinking plays prominent a role.

2. Intellectual Basis

2.1 How Renaissance Computing Benefits CS Majors

CS majors will have the opportunity to apply computational thinking skills to a plethora of disciplines that are traditionally close to CS such as sciences and engineering as well as those that have already become prevalent, such as arts and humanities. CS majors will be motivated to understand the challenges in those disciplines, and in turn, be “forced” to truly drill down on problem solving using their computational thinking skills in order to find a good solution. Interdisciplinary problem solving and teamwork also allow CS to bring in students of diverse backgrounds and interests, helping our CS majors to better prepare for the real world.

Further, we argue that exposing CS majors to topics in digital arts and humanities also trains them on another front. Creativity and imagination are highly valued in arts and humanities. Unlike science or engineering-oriented applications that usually adhere to strict specifications, problems in digital arts and humanities are much more open-ended and at times with moving targets. Therefore, having interdisciplinary courses such as those proposed in Section 3 will further train our CS majors with their creative thinking skills.

Finally, as the world becomes increasingly digital, CS graduates will likely encounter interdisciplinary projects in sciences, engineering, arts, and humanities in their careers. With our emphasis in interdisciplinary problem solving and collaborative learning, Renaissance Computing will better prepare our CS graduates with the skills they need to succeed in industry. Take for example the areas such as bioinformatics and computational biology, which are now providing a huge playing ground for computer scientists, where they can apply their skills to manage and exploit data. It also provides challenges to computer scientists where new algorithms need to be developed. However, collaboration between computer scientists and biologists are often hampered due to the lack of common language and background knowledge. Interdisciplinary training of CS students in early stages of their education would facilitate the removal of such barriers and broaden their career paths.

2.2 How Renaissance Computing Benefits Other Disciplines

Understanding how the proposed Renaissance Computing program can benefit other disciplines is critical. First, this understanding will allow us to build meaningful and engaging real-world applications that provide interesting and yet challenging assignments and discussions for CS majors. Second, this understanding will allow us to identify the specific computational thinking and computing skills that non-CS majors need, which in turn help us motivate them to take more CS courses and to minor in CS. To illustrate, let us look at today’s work in humanities.

Today’s literary scholars, historians, linguists, philosophers, and their students have access to vast text and image resources reflecting the primary objects of study in their respective fields. It is obvious that these kinds of digital resources—distinguished not merely by their comprehensiveness, but by their tractability—allow one to ask questions that have literally never been asked before, and so digital scholars in the humanities are increasingly turning toward analysis of this material, which involves subjects that are quite solidly in the realm of computer science and engineering—including data mining, ontology-based storage, agent-based simulation, statistical computing, and natural language processing. Yet, few students have the skills necessary for undertaking comprehensive analysis of these corpora as corpora, by using them to form new kinds of questions and create new kinds of tools. And to make matters worse, their inability to do so means that the potentiality of these resources—the new tools, interfaces, and modes of critical thinking they suggest—will undoubtedly be left in the hands of engineers who, understandably, may have no domain knowledge of the material in question. Our proposed framework endeavors to create specialist engineers that can be a part of the digital revolution by giving engineers a sense of the problems unique to the humanities, and by giving humanists a deeper sense of the computational. The goal is to educate a new generation of students who are adept not merely at using tools, but at creating them and understanding the nature and implication of that creation.

2.3 Why Collaborative Learning

“Collaborative learning” is learning stemming from collaboration that involves the construction of a solution that otherwise could not be produced [9]. In Renaissance Computing, we emphasize collaborative learning to yield even more significant impact in student learning of their respective discipline-specific topics and of their interdisciplinary problem solving and teamwork skills. This is especially true as students of diverse backgrounds, interests, and disciplines will encounter conflicts during the joint construction of understanding process. These conflicts could lead to improved learning [11].
Increasingly popular is the use of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) systems [15] to increase the likelihood of improved learning in participants through more guided or structured collaborative learning, fueled by the advent of Web 2.0 and the renewed opportunities for innovations in teaching and learning [2] and that today’s students learn in groups and in a social setting more often, and they solve problems from gathering information online more often than students of yesterday who more likely solved problems individually from information they memorized [10]. Research has shown that CSCL can provide re-organized social contexts that promote active and on-task learning, especially when increasing more instruction and learning are performed online [16].

However, there are reported pitfalls, such as taking social interaction for granted and restricting social interaction to cognitive processes with these CSCL systems [14] and the risk of over-scripting CSCL systems such that they disturb the natural collaborative interactions and problem solving processes and increase cognitive load on the use of the CSCL itself [6]. Thus, for our Renaissance Computing paradigm, the primary use of CSCL is to support and not to replace actual collaborative activities, to improve student learning of their discipline-specific topics, and of teamwork and interdisciplinary problem solving skills, and to systematically track and support classroom management across different courses.

3. The Basic Framework

Our basic framework of the proposed Renaissance Computing curriculum is one that revolutionizes undergraduate computing education for CS majors and minors, emphasizing interdisciplinary course contents for introductory, middle, and capstone CS courses, and collaborative learning activities. Figure 1 shows the framework for CS majors, CS minors, and non-CS majors. It includes a set of CS1 courses and a unifying CS2 course, sets of technical electives (so-called CS depth courses), and a culminating, integrative capstone course. This design also provides us with longitudinal stewardship over the evolution of these courses, including tracking and assessment of student performances and instructional content. The framework is flexible: it accommodates regular CS majors, as well as CS minors from other departments, and fulfills other majors’ technical elective requirements. The capstone course also allows students of other disciplines to collaborate with our CS majors and minors in interdisciplinary group projects, further exposing the students to exciting aspects of solving interdisciplinary problems. Finally, the proposed framework is customizable by individual students, providing different pathways to suit student needs and interests, either as a CS major or a CS minor.

The framework will also incorporate collaborative learning activities with interdisciplinary projects or assignments for groups of students from different courses, allowing students of different CS1 courses to interact, and students of different levels (from freshmen to seniors) to interact. The collaborative learning environment will support student social networking and facilitate teamwork using a computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) system called I-MINDS. The system will also help teachers monitor and manage student groups.

3.1 The Renaissance Computing CS Courses

The proposed framework requires all CS majors and minors to take a capstone, project-based course. All projects will be interdisciplinary in terms of the problem to be solved and also the team members. This capstone course will also meet an elective requirement of all majors of participating departments.
3.2 Discipline Non-CS Majors
We envision the CS1 “Funnel” courses as establishing a foundation for broader implementation of computational thinking within the academic disciplines. Within the Renaissance Computing Framework in Figure 1, we anticipate that these courses will ultimately be required of all students in their respective major fields. We also anticipate that the capstone course will become, if not required, at least a broadly-taken senior elective. As a result, Renaissance Computing will become an integral component of the University’s general core academic requirements. While all students will take CS1 and most capstone, we anticipate that many of these students will take additional CS2 and depth courses to gain additional computational knowledge and skills to apply in their field, with perhaps many pursuing a CS minor.

3.3 Technology-Based Learning Platforms
We see two specific technology-based learning platforms as critical to the implementation of Renaissance Computing courses and the incorporation of collaborative learning activities. These technology platforms could facilitate course delivery at the university and provide potentially cost-effective ways to disseminate and replicate the Renaissance Computing approach at other institutions.

Learning Objects. Learning objects (LOs) are small, stand-alone, mediated, content “chunks” that can be reused in multiple instructional contexts and serve as building blocks for lessons. The value of the learning object approach has been recommended by the Department of Defense [1], business and industry [3], public schools [8,18], and higher education [7,13]. Major strengths cited were reusability, ease of updates and content management, customization, interoperability, and overall flexibility. Research on LOs has also verified their instructional value [4,5,17].

Because the CS1 “Funnel” courses share common CS core components, LOs would be a cost-effective and efficient way to share this common core curriculum across the courses. As part of this framework, we will create LOs for selected common CS core components that will be used across the courses to test the feasibility of this approach. We will also create LOs for selected discipline-specific content to determine student reactions to the LO approach for curriculum within their discipline. The flexibility of LOs makes them a potentially viable approach to supplement the delivery of Renaissance Computing courses and the ultimate dissemination of CS1 courses to other institutions.

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning: I-MINDS. Collaborative learning is a foundational principle of Renaissance Computing. To support collaborative learning, across the courses as well as the disciplines, we will utilize a computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) tool: the Intelligent Multiagent Infrastructure for Distributed Systems in Education (I-MINDS) [20]. I-MINDS employs a system of intelligent software agents, representing individual students and the instructor (or teaching resource in the case of an asynchronous course or lesson). In I-MINDS, each student agent serves a student, profiling the student’s behavior in his or her structured and non-structured collaborative activities [12]. The student agents exchange information to form peer groups that are compatible to help students collaborate [21]. For each group, there is a group agent that provides scaffolding and monitors the progress on accomplishing tasks assigned by the instructor. The instructor is supported by a teacher agent that displays statistics of students and groups, identifies problems in group activities (for example, a student being too dominating or too shy), and manages the Q&A sessions by ranking questions posed by the students. The teacher agent also administers quizzes and supports multithreaded forum discussions. Our educational studies show that agent-mediation can help improve student performance [19] and form more effective and efficient groups [12,21].

For this framework, we will examine how to incorporate collaborative learning into our CS1 “Funnel” courses so that students of various disciplines could interact without having to be in the same class and students of different levels (from freshmen to seniors, and CS majors to minors) can interact. To promote teamwork and collaborative learning, I-MINDS also provides a unique function: it is one of only a handful computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) systems that tracks and records all student activities among themselves and with the teacher through its graphical user interface. I-MINDS enables instructors to track and capture student participation in collaborative activities, allowing, for example, researchers to study student pedagogy of students of diverse backgrounds. Since student participation is highly accountable through I-MINDS, instructors would be able to better motivate students to collaborate, which is important for our Renaissance Computing framework.

4. PLANNED ACTIVITIES

4.1 Year 1: Planning and Development Phase
We will initiate planning activities with a one-day “Renaissance Computing: Curriculum Planning” (RC-CP) Workshop. The objective of this workshop will be to develop a planning framework for identifying course content. In addition to the project PIs, other faculty from Computer Science and the participating disciplines will be invited. At the workshop, work groups will be formed for each of the disciplines: sciences, engineering, arts, and humanities. At the workshop, initial planning discussions in the work groups will focus on three specific threads: (1) aspects of computational thinking that expand the problem solving skills of students in non-CS majors, (b) aspects of interdisciplinary problem solving that better engage potential CS majors and prepare CS majors for a career in computing, and (c) aspects of collaborative learning that affect student motivation, aptitudes, and attitudes towards working with students in other disciplines.

Following the RC-CP workshop, each work group will regularly meet to develop the specific content of its respective CS1 course. This includes identification of computational topics, core computational knowledge and tools, interdisciplinary problems and collaborative problem-based learning (PBL) activities, and additional content.

We will fully develop several CS1 courses (e.g., CS1 Humanities and CS1 Sciences) for implementation in the pilot study. For these courses, we will complete full implementation of content topics, PBL activities, and collaborative activities. During this phase, we will employ a graduate student to assist with the creation of the specific LOs for these courses. These will be SCORM-compliant to allow maximum portability. We will develop common LOs for the two courses where possible. We will set up I-MINDS for collaborative learning activities in these pilot courses.
4.2 Year 2: Pilot Study Phase

The pilot courses will be offered during the first semester of Year 2, with students recruited primarily from our freshmen CS majors and minors and students from the School of Biological Sciences, the Departments of History and English, and secondarily from other participating academic units. Students participating in these courses and the instructor will be asked to consent to participation in research and evaluation activities in accordance with Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines. We will collect data on student outcomes and technical aspects of course implementation. For student outcomes we will use pre- and post-tests to assess students’ knowledge and skills in computational thinking and tool use, attitudes and motivation about computational thinking and CS, attitudes and motivation about interdisciplinary collaboration, impact of the course on students’ self-regulation, and students’ perception of the classroom environment. In addition, we will embed specific assessments within the LOs. These will capture data on both student learning and immediate student attitudinal and motivational reactions to the LO. At the end of the course, we will conduct a short on-line interview with students to gather their self-assessment of their learning, motivation, and experience in the course.

Feedback on technical aspects of course implementation will be obtained from students and the instructor using an end-of-the-course on-line interview. Students and the instructor will be asked to provide feedback on satisfaction, course effectiveness, and suggestions for course improvements. They will also be asked to rate the utility and interestingness of specific course components. We will also capture data from interaction with the LOs and I-MINDS to identify how students were interacting with these learning technologies. Instructors also will be provided with an on-line diary to record immediate reactions and comments concerning the course.
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